Learning to Cut by Looking Ahead:
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where A ∈ Rm×n , b ∈ Rm , c, x ∈ Rn , and I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
defines which variables are required to be integral. MILPs
are in general N P-hard, but modern solvers effectively
tackle them by means of a collection of both exact and
heuristic techniques. In particular, the MILP algorithmic
framework relies on repeatedly solving (and improving) relaxed versions of the original problem that are computationally tractable. When integrality requirements xj ∈ Z ∀j ∈ I
are dropped, one obtains the continuous relaxation of (1)

Abstract
Cutting planes are essential for solving mixedinteger linear problems (MILPs), because they facilitate bound improvements on the optimal solution value. For selecting cuts, modern solvers rely
on manually designed heuristics that are tuned
to gauge the potential effectiveness of cuts. We
show that a greedy selection rule explicitly looking ahead to select cuts that yield the best bound
improvement delivers strong decisions for cut
selection—but is too expensive to be deployed
in practice. In response, we propose a new neural architecture (NeuralCut) for imitation learning
on the lookahead expert. Our model outperforms
standard baselines for cut selection on several
synthetic MILP benchmarks. Experiments with a
B&C solver for neural network verification further
validate our approach, and exhibit the potential of
learning methods in this setting.

z ∗ = min{cT x : Ax ≤ b, x ∈ Rn },

(2)

which is a linear problem (LP). Clearly, z ∗ ≤ z OPT , and
tightening the relaxation leads to better bounds on the optimal value of (1), which can be used, e.g., to improve the
efficiency of a Branch-and-Bound (B&B) tree search procedure (Land & Doig, 1960)—the typical framework used to
solve MILPs.

1. Introduction
Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problems are
optimization problems in which some decision variables
represent indivisible choices and are thus required to assume
integer values. MILP models are used in many industrial
contexts (e.g., logistics, production planning), and can also
be solved to verify robustness of neural networks (NN)
(Cheng et al., 2017; Tjeng et al., 2018). We write a MILP
as

Tightening a MILP continuous relaxation can be done by introducing cutting planes (Gomory, 1960) in the formulation.
Given an optimal solution x∗ for the LP relaxation (2), a cut
C is a linear inequality π T x ≤ π0 that separates x∗ from
the convex hull of integer feasible solutions of (1). Formally,
(π, π0 ) ∈ Rn+1 is such that π T x∗ > π0 and π T x ≤ π0 is
valid for the feasible solutions of (1).
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Cutting planes are an essential component of the MILP resolution process, with many families of both general-purpose
and class specific cuts theoretically studied and implemented
in modern solvers (Dey & Molinaro, 2018). Still, their
practical management is governed by manually-designed
heuristic rules that decide, e.g., how many cuts should be
added to the formulation from a pool of candidates, which
types should be preferred, how many times the separation
procedure should be repeated, and also which cuts should
be removed in later optimization stages. In particular, the
process of selecting cutting planes from a pool relies on
simple formulas that are tuned to gauge the potential effectiveness of cuts in solving MILPs, for example by measuring
the extent by which a cut is violated by x∗ or its nonzero
support.
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A natural way of assessing the impact of a cut is to quantify
its resulting bound improvement. With this motivation, we
design a greedy lookahead selection rule, explicitly trying

z OPT = min{cT x : Ax ≤ b, xj ∈ Z ∀j ∈ I},

(1)
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cuts beforehand to select those yielding the largest gain in
terms of LP bound. We show that following such criterion
allows us to close the integrality gap more effectively than
common heuristics, delivering strong decisions for cut selection (Section 3.1). However, looking ahead comes with too
high of a computational overhead to be viable in practice.
In response, we use the lookahead rule as an expert to train
NN policies via imitation learning; once trained, a single
learned policy can be deployed on several MILP instances
of the same family, so machine learning (ML) offers a way
to amortize the cost of computing expert decisions.
Interfacing the MILP solver SCIP (Zuse Institute Berlin,
2021), we focus on the core task of selecting a single cut
from a pool of available ones. We extract useful information from the solver to populate with novel hand-crafted
input features a tripartite graph encoding of the cut selection system. We then develop NeuralCut, a NN architecture
that combines graph convolutions with attention to train cut
selection policies through imitation of the lookahead rule
(Section 3.2). Experiments on four synthetic families of
MILPs confirm the ability of NeuralCut policies to mimic
the expert, selecting bound-improving cutting planes better than standard heuristics and SCIP’s own cut selection
criterion. Trained policies are also successful in closing
the integer gap when rolled-out on never-seen test instances
(Section 4.2). Finally, we stress-test our framework on the
challenging benchmark of NN Verification models (Nair
et al., 2020) and deploy NeuralCut in a realistic B&C framework (Section 4.3). Our results highlight the potential for
improving solver performance with learned models for cut
selection.
The present work shows that imitation learning is a viable
approach to tackle and improve cutting planes selection
in MILP solvers. Specifically, our contributions can be
summarized in the following points.
• We propose a lookahead criterion for cut selection
that chooses cuts based on explicit computations of
LP bound improvement, and use it as the expert in
imitation learning experiments.
• We design a tripartite encoding for the cut selection system and develop NeuralCut, a novel NN architecture
able to scale to multiple families of MILPs.
• We highlight NN Verification as a challenging benchmark for cut selection, exhibiting the potential of ML
methods in this setting.

2. Background
Cutting planes in MILP solvers are separated in successive
rounds. At a basic level, each round k involves (i) solving
a MILP continuous relaxation; (ii) inspecting a pool Ck of

available cuts generated by the MILP solver to select a subset S k ⊆ Ck ; (iii) adding S k to the continuous relaxation,
before proceeding to round k + 1. On the one hand, incorporating all the cuts available in the pool into the formulation
would maximally improve the bound and tighten the relaxation at each round. On the other hand, the addition of too
many cuts would result in large models, which can become
slower to solve and present numerical instabilities—so cut
selection is necessary.
After k separation rounds the LP relaxation includes all the
original constraints Ax ≤ b, together with cutting planes
(π, π0 ) selected along the way: z k = min{cT x : x ∈ P k }
is solved at round k + 1, where
[k
P k = {x ∈ Rn : Ax ≤ b, π T x ≤ π0 ∀(π, π0 ) ∈
S i },
i=1

= {x ∈ Rn : Ak x ≤ bk }, with A0 = A, b0 = b.

(3)
The integrality gap after separation round k is given by the
bound difference g k := z OPT − z k ≥ 0.

To solve MILPs, cutting planes are often combined with a
B&B search procedure, in what is known as Branch-andCut (B&C) algorithm: cuts are applied at the root node of
the system (i.e., on the first LP relaxation of a MILP, as in
(2)), and also in subsequent nodes to strengthen subproblems before branching. Given that tightening the relaxation
before starting to branch is decisive to ensure an effective
tree search, we focus on separation iteratively happening
only at the root node of a B&C system, i.e., on multiple cuts
applied to (2).
Clearly, a pure cutting plane approach at the root node (without branching) is often not enough to optimally solve MILP
instances, so only counting the number of added cuts does
not give a complete picture of the cut selection performance.
Instead, the integrality gap closed (IGC) focuses on computing the factor by which the integrality gap is closed, between
the first relaxation (solved on P 0 ) and the end of separation
rounds (see also Section 2 of Tang et al., 2020). Formally,
IGCk :=

g0 − gk
zk − z0
=
∈ [0, 1].
g0
z OPT − z 0

(4)

When experimenting with a more general B&C framework,
performance measures typically focus on the total number
of explored subproblems (nodes) and LP iterations needed
to prove optimality.
Cut Selection in SCIP State-of-the-art solvers like SCIP
(Zuse Institute Berlin, 2021) can generate (or separate) various families of cutting planes to populate a cut pool (see
Section 3.3 of Achterberg, 2007). In SCIP, various parameters are tuned to work in concert and control which types of
cutting planes are separated and at what frequency, and also
which ones are added to the formulation. Specifically, given
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3. Learning to Cut by Looking Ahead
The central idea of our work is to learn a cut selection policy
by imitation of a criterion that looks ahead to explicitly
measure the effect of a cut on the LP bound. In this section,
after providing a precise formulation of the cut selection
task, we describe and motivate our expert, and establish our
imitation learning framework.
Core Cut Selection Task Reviewing the cut selection
process in SCIP, it becomes apparent that the core of cut
selection resides in the ability to select a single cut from a set
of available ones, via a scoring function. We focus precisely
on this decision to formulate our cut selection task. Namely,
given a pool of available cuts C for some relaxation P , the
selection of a cut is made according to a scorer criterion,
which determines
Cj ∗ = argmax scorer (Cj , P ).

(5)

Cj ∈C

We consider multiple iterations of this basic decision, without introducing an additional notion of rounds: after a cut
is selected as in (5), it is added to the formulation and the
LP solved again, to produce a new pair (C′ , P ′ ) where C′
is a freshly separated cutpool. In other words, we clear
the previous C and replace it with cuts separated on P ′ .
Plugging-in different scorer functions allows to obtain different cut selection criteria, some of which we describe in
Appendix B.
3.1. Designing a Lookahead Cut Selector
As mentioned above, a natural way of assessing the impact
of a cut is to measure the bound improvement it leads to in
the relaxation—the bigger, the better. Of course, this metric
cannot be evaluated without first trying out the cut itself, so
1
See https://scipopt.org/doc/html/cuts_8c_
source.php#l02509.
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a pool of available cuts, a parametrized scoring function
ranks them, and a cut attaining maximum score is selected
to be part of S k . The rest of the cutpool is filtered for parallelism and quality; remaining cuts are sorted again based
on their initial score; and the next score-maximizing cut is
selected, and so on, continuing until a pre-specified quota
of cuts has been chosen for S k , which is finally added to
the LP relaxation. At its core, then, cut selection proceeds
by choosing one cut at a time and is governed by a scoring function, which in SCIP is a weighted sum of different
scores from the MILP literature (integer support, objective
parallelism, efficacy, directed cutoff)1 , developed to empirically assess the potential quality of a given cut. We describe
these scores and other cut selection heuristics in Appendix B
(Table 4).
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Figure 1. Lookahead clearly outperforms common heuristics for
cut selection on 510 instances from the MIPLIB (easy) collection.
It achieves higher mean IGC throughout when performing 30
consecutive separation rounds and adding a single cut per round.

MILP solvers make use of alternative indicators to gauge
and approximate the cut effectiveness. We design a greedy
criterion for cut selection performing such explicit lookahead steps to measure beforehand the resulting LP bound
of each cut available. Given (C, P ), for a cut Cj ∈ C defined by (π, π0 ) we compare the relaxation given by P with
P j := P ∩ {π T x ≤ π0 }, obtained by adding Cj . In particular, we evaluate the dual bound difference of these two relaxations, which we call the lookahead (LA) score of cut Cj :
sLA (Cj , P ) := z j − z ≥ 0.

(6)

Our Lookahead cut selection criterion is obtained by using
LA scores (6) as the scorer function in (5). Within a cutpool,
it is common to observe multiple cuts with the same LA
score, i.e., establishing the same bound improvement; in
case of ties, Lookahead breaks them randomly.
The idea of performing a lookahead step is in the spirit of the
strong branching (SB) heuristic (Applegate et al., 2007) for
variable selection in B&B: multiple works in the learning
to branch literature use this explicit evaluation as the costly
but valuable expert to be imitated and ultimately replaced
by a learned heuristic. Although improving the dual bound
is a recognized goal in cut selection (Wesselmann & Stuhl,
2012; Dey & Molinaro, 2018), to the best of our knowledge
the explicit, SB-like approach has not been considered for
cutting planes before.
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Vars
<latexit sha1_base64="SpL3T+urIryp8qJWa7PW6ScAVpk=">AAACE3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFRIt2roquHFZwT6gDWUynbRDJw9nboQS8hniVr/Dnbj1A/wM/8BJWsH6uDDM4Zz7OBw3ElyBZb0bhaXlldW14nppY3Nre6e8u9dWYSwpa9FQhLLrEsUED1gLOAjWjSQjvitYx51cZnrnjknFw+AGphFzfDIKuMcpAU05fZ/A2PWSNpEqHZQrlmnVa9ZpHf8GtmnlVUHzag7KH/1hSGOfBUAFUapnWxE4CZHAqWBpqR8rFhE6ISPW0zAgPlNOkptO8ZFmhtgLpX4B4Jz9PpEQX6mp7+rOzKT6qWXkX1ovBq/mJDyIYmABnR3yYoEhxFkCeMgloyCmGhAqufaK6ZhIQkHntLAp302lk7BYfzyCtKQz+goC/w/aJ6Z9Zlavq5XGxTytIjpAh+gY2egcNdAVaqIWougWPaBH9GTcG8/Gi/E6ay0Y85l9tFDG2yeVUKAA</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="97ct/g+Dc57bU3cxuiJs+1Uk4PU=">AAAB8HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPYUaDJhcJePEYwSySDENPpydp0t0zdPeIYchXePGgiFc/x5t/Y2cRXB8UPN6roqpemHCmjeu+OwuLS8srq7m1/PrG5tZ2YWe3qeNUEdogMY9VO8SaciZpwzDDaTtRFIuQ01Y4vJj4rVuqNIvltRkl1Be4L1nECDZWusFBJrzxXeAFhaJbcqsV96SKfhOv5E5RhDnqQeGt24tJKqg0hGOtO56bGD/DyjDC6TjfTTVNMBniPu1YKrGg2s+mB4/RoVV6KIqVLWnQVP06kWGh9UiEtlNgM9A/vYn4l9dJTVTxMyaT1FBJZouilCMTo8n3qMcUJYaPLMFEMXsrIgOsMDE2o7wN4fNT9D9pHpe801L5qlysnc/jyME+HMAReHAGNbiEOjSAgIB7eIQnRzkPzrPzMmtdcOYze/ANzusHAEeQjg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pjN+C0GTKlhzAXngmCbWOuRdBj4=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARBGGa0aOuq4MZlC/YB7VAy6Z02NJMZkoxQhn6AuNXvcCdu/Qw/wz8wnVawPg6EHM659+bm+DFnSjvOu7W0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb2mypKJIUGjXgk2z5RwJmAhmaaQzuWQEKfQ8sfXU/91h1IxSJxq8cxeCEZCBYwSrSR6qe9QtGxnUrZOa/g38S1nQxFNEetV/jo9iOahCA05USpjuvE2kuJ1IxymOS7iYKY0BEZQMdQQUJQXpotOsHHRunjIJLmCI0z9XtHSkKlxqFvKkOih+qnNxX/8jqJDspeykScaBB09lCQcKwjPP017jMJVPOxIYRKZnbFdEgkodpkszApm02ll0JiLhbrSd5k9BUE/p80z2z3wi7VS8Xq1TytHDpER+gEuegSVdENqqEGogjQA3pET9a99Wy9WK+z0iVr3nOAFmC9fQIvpZpR</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="TI+ApPatM0Y1r3ML+8+/7L0BurY=">AAACC3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gma0aOuq4MZlBacW2qFk0kwbmskMyR2hDP0Ecavf4U7c+hF+hn9gOq1gfVwIOZxzz83NCRLBNTjOu1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt7LR2nijKPxiJW7YBoJrhkHnAQrJ0oRqJAsNtgdDnVb++Y0jyWNzBOmB+RgeQhpwQM5XX7MeheueLYTr3mnNbxb+DaTl4VNK9mr/xhfDSNmAQqiNYd10nAz4gCTgWblLqpZgmhIzJgHQMliZj2s3zZCT4yTB+HsTJHAs7Z746MRFqPo8B0RgSG+qc2Jf/SOimENT/jMkmBSTp7KEwFhhhPf477XDEKYmwAoYqbXTEdEkUomHwWJuWzqfIzlpqLJzApmYy+gsD/g9aJ7Z7Z1etqpXExT6uIDtAhOkYuOkcNdIWayEMUcfSAHtGTdW89Wy/W66y1YM09+2ihrLdP63mcZA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7EXelCkaDC1WKO6Xsb6GTmFe0zQ=">AAACC3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gma0aLuRghuXFWwttEPJpJk2NJkZkjtCGeYTxK1+hztx60f4Gf6B6bSC9XEg5HDOvTc3x48F1+A471ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreKe/utXWUKMpaNBKR6vhEM8FD1gIOgnVixYj0Bbv1x5dT//aOKc2j8AYmMfMkGYY84JSAkVp+P5VZv1xxbKdec07r+DdxbSdHBc3R7Jc/eoOIJpKFQAXRuus6MXgpUcCpYFmpl2gWEzomQ9Y1NCSSaS/Nl83wkVEGOIiUOSHgXP3ekRKp9UT6plISGOmf3lT8y+smENS8lIdxAiyks4eCRGCI8PTneMAVoyAmhhCquNkV0xFRhILJZ2FSPpsqL2WJuXgMWclk9BUE/p+0T2z3zK5eVyuNi3laRXSADtExctE5aqAr1EQtRBFHD+gRPVn31rP1Yr3OSgvWvGcfLcB6+wQHBpx4</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GCZWdIqzkxl+2RrNWVfapb0ICUc=">AAACCXicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gma0aOuq4MZlRfuAdiiZ9E4bmskMSUYoQ79A3Op3uBO3foWf4R+YTitYHwdCDufce3Nz/JgzpR3n3cotLa+sruXXCxubW9s7xd29pooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHl1O/dQdSsUjc6nEMXkgGggWMEm2kmy6HXrHk2E614pxW8W/i2k6GEpqj3it+dPsRTUIQmnKiVMd1Yu2lRGpGOUwK3URBTOiIDKBjqCAhKC/NVp3gI6P0cRBJc4TGmfq9IyWhUuPQN5Uh0UP105uKf3mdRAcVL2UiTjQIOnsoSDjWEZ7+G/eZBKr52BBCJTO7YjokklBt0lmYlM2m0kshMReL9aRgMvoKAv9Pmie2e2aXr8ul2sU8rTw6QIfoGLnoHNXQFaqjBqJogB7QI3qy7q1n68V6nZXmrHnPPlqA9fYJITWbZw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="OUW/tTRbin0YfzaEyQM8/cpZWvY=">AAAB8HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPYUaDJhcJePEYwSySDENPpydp0t0zdPeIYchXePGgiFc/x5t/Y2cRXB8UPN6roqpemHCmjeu+OwuLS8srq7m1/PrG5tZ2YWe3qeNUEdogMY9VO8SaciZpwzDDaTtRFIuQ01Y4vJj4rVuqNIvltRkl1Be4L1nECDZWusFBJuT4LpBBoeiW3GrFPami38QruVMUYY56UHjr9mKSCioN4Vjrjucmxs+wMoxwOs53U00TTIa4TzuWSiyo9rPpwWN0aJUeimJlSxo0Vb9OZFhoPRKh7RTYDPRPbyL+5XVSE1X8jMkkNVSS2aIo5cjEaPI96jFFieEjSzBRzN6KyAArTIzNKG9D+PwU/U+axyXvtFS+Khdr5/M4crAPB3AEHpxBDS6hDg0gIOAeHuHJUc6D8+y8zFoXnPnMHnyD8/oBuiORCA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pjN+C0GTKlhzAXngmCbWOuRdBj4=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARBGGa0aOuq4MZlC/YB7VAy6Z02NJMZkoxQhn6AuNXvcCdu/Qw/wz8wnVawPg6EHM659+bm+DFnSjvOu7W0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb2mypKJIUGjXgk2z5RwJmAhmaaQzuWQEKfQ8sfXU/91h1IxSJxq8cxeCEZCBYwSrSR6qe9QtGxnUrZOa/g38S1nQxFNEetV/jo9iOahCA05USpjuvE2kuJ1IxymOS7iYKY0BEZQMdQQUJQXpotOsHHRunjIJLmCI0z9XtHSkKlxqFvKkOih+qnNxX/8jqJDspeykScaBB09lCQcKwjPP017jMJVPOxIYRKZnbFdEgkodpkszApm02ll0JiLhbrSd5k9BUE/p80z2z3wi7VS8Xq1TytHDpER+gEuegSVdENqqEGogjQA3pET9a99Wy9WK+z0iVr3nOAFmC9fQIvpZpR</latexit>

wik
<latexit sha1_base64="rlj6ExEpwpRJ/GmuaVfjMH283z8=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFcDTNatN1IwY3LCvYB7VAyadrGZjJDklHKML8gbvU73Ilb/8HP8A9MpxWsjwMhh3Puvbk5fsSZ0o7zbi0sLi2vrObW8usbm1vbhZ3dhgpjSWidhDyULR8rypmgdc00p61IUhz4nDb90cXEb95SqVgorvU4ol6AB4L1GcHaSI27bsJGabdQdGynUnZOKug3cW0nQxFmqHULH51eSOKACk04VqrtOpH2Eiw1I5ym+U6saITJCA9o21CBA6q8JNs2RYdG6aF+KM0RGmXq944EB0qNA99UBlgP1U9vIv7ltWPdL3sJE1GsqSDTh/oxRzpEk6+jHpOUaD42BBPJzK6IDLHERJuA5iZls4n0Ehqbi0U6zZuMvoJA/5PGse2e2qWrUrF6PksrB/twAEfgwhlU4RJqUAcCN/AAj/Bk3VvP1ov1Oi1dsGY9ezAH6+0T+Xqc/g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yw7JQbrKpI/6WGP+EMtU3sqps/U=">AAACI3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GqZafOwENy4rWCu0Q8mkt21oZjIkd8QyzMKPEbf6He7EjQs/wj8wbUfweSDkcM69NzcniKUw6HmvTmFmdm5+obhYWlpeWV0rr29cGpVoDg2upNJXATMgRQQNFCjhKtbAwkBCMxiejv3mNWgjVHSBoxj8kPUj0ROcoZU65a02wg2mPMFYKUkz2g4ZDgzX6WnWKVc81zs+8vaP6W9Sdb0JKiRHvVN+b3cVT0KIkEtmTKvqxeinTKPgErJSOzEQMz5kfWhZGrEQjJ9OPpHRHat0aU9peyKkE/VrR8pCY0ZhYCsnK/70xuJfXivB3pGfiihOECI+faiXSIqKjhOhXaGBoxxZwrgWdlfKB0wzjja3b5PyaPwUEnuJGLOSzegzCPo/udxzqwdu7bxWOanlaRXJFtkmu6RKDskJOSN10iCc3JJ78kAenTvnyXl2XqalBSfv2STf4Lx9AJPYpj0=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="TI+ApPatM0Y1r3ML+8+/7L0BurY=">AAACC3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gma0aOuq4MZlBacW2qFk0kwbmskMyR2hDP0Ecavf4U7c+hF+hn9gOq1gfVwIOZxzz83NCRLBNTjOu1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt7LR2nijKPxiJW7YBoJrhkHnAQrJ0oRqJAsNtgdDnVb++Y0jyWNzBOmB+RgeQhpwQM5XX7MeheueLYTr3mnNbxb+DaTl4VNK9mr/xhfDSNmAQqiNYd10nAz4gCTgWblLqpZgmhIzJgHQMliZj2s3zZCT4yTB+HsTJHAs7Z746MRFqPo8B0RgSG+qc2Jf/SOimENT/jMkmBSTp7KEwFhhhPf477XDEKYmwAoYqbXTEdEkUomHwWJuWzqfIzlpqLJzApmYy+gsD/g9aJ7Z7Z1etqpXExT6uIDtAhOkYuOkcNdIWayEMUcfSAHtGTdW89Wy/W66y1YM09+2ihrLdP63mcZA==</latexit>

..
.

<latexit sha1_base64="pjN+C0GTKlhzAXngmCbWOuRdBj4=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARBGGa0aOuq4MZlC/YB7VAy6Z02NJMZkoxQhn6AuNXvcCdu/Qw/wz8wnVawPg6EHM659+bm+DFnSjvOu7W0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb2mypKJIUGjXgk2z5RwJmAhmaaQzuWQEKfQ8sfXU/91h1IxSJxq8cxeCEZCBYwSrSR6qe9QtGxnUrZOa/g38S1nQxFNEetV/jo9iOahCA05USpjuvE2kuJ1IxymOS7iYKY0BEZQMdQQUJQXpotOsHHRunjIJLmCI0z9XtHSkKlxqFvKkOih+qnNxX/8jqJDspeykScaBB09lCQcKwjPP017jMJVPOxIYRKZnbFdEgkodpkszApm02ll0JiLhbrSd5k9BUE/p80z2z3wi7VS8Xq1TytHDpER+gEuegSVdENqqEGogjQA3pET9a99Wy9WK+z0iVr3nOAFmC9fQIvpZpR</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GiJeD92Wm4IzyH/1OaLcm1PNBi0=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wWbV0V3LisYB/QDiWTSdvYTGZI7hTK0F8Qt/od7sSt/+Bn+Aem0wrWx4GQwzn33twcPxZcg+O8W0vLK6tr67mN/ObW9s5uYW+/oaNEUVankYhUyyeaCS5ZHTgI1ooVI6EvWNMfXk395ogpzSN5C+OYeSHpS97jlICRGp1REIHuFoqO7VTKzlkF/yau7WQoojlq3cJHJ4hoEjIJVBCt264Tg5cSBZwKNsl3Es1iQoekz9qGShIy7aXZthN8bJQA9yJljgScqd87UhJqPQ59UxkSGOif3lT8y2sn0Ct7KZdxAkzS2UO9RGCI8PTrOOCKURBjQwhV3OyK6YAoQsEEtDApm02Vl7LEXDyGSd5k9BUE/p80Tm333C7dlIrVy3laOXSIjtAJctEFqqJrVEN1RNEdekCP6Mm6t56tF+t1VrpkzXsO0AKst0/T6Zzk</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GiJeD92Wm4IzyH/1OaLcm1PNBi0=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wWbV0V3LisYB/QDiWTSdvYTGZI7hTK0F8Qt/od7sSt/+Bn+Aem0wrWx4GQwzn33twcPxZcg+O8W0vLK6tr67mN/ObW9s5uYW+/oaNEUVankYhUyyeaCS5ZHTgI1ooVI6EvWNMfXk395ogpzSN5C+OYeSHpS97jlICRGp1REIHuFoqO7VTKzlkF/yau7WQoojlq3cJHJ4hoEjIJVBCt264Tg5cSBZwKNsl3Es1iQoekz9qGShIy7aXZthN8bJQA9yJljgScqd87UhJqPQ59UxkSGOif3lT8y2sn0Ct7KZdxAkzS2UO9RGCI8PTrOOCKURBjQwhV3OyK6YAoQsEEtDApm02Vl7LEXDyGSd5k9BUE/p80Tm333C7dlIrVy3laOXSIjtAJctEFqqJrVEN1RNEdekCP6Mm6t56tF+t1VrpkzXsO0AKst0/T6Zzk</latexit>

 b̃1
...
<latexit sha1_base64="GCZWdIqzkxl+2RrNWVfapb0ICUc=">AAACCXicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gma0aOuq4MZlRfuAdiiZ9E4bmskMSUYoQ79A3Op3uBO3foWf4R+YTitYHwdCDufce3Nz/JgzpR3n3cotLa+sruXXCxubW9s7xd29pooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHl1O/dQdSsUjc6nEMXkgGggWMEm2kmy6HXrHk2E614pxW8W/i2k6GEpqj3it+dPsRTUIQmnKiVMd1Yu2lRGpGOUwK3URBTOiIDKBjqCAhKC/NVp3gI6P0cRBJc4TGmfq9IyWhUuPQN5Uh0UP105uKf3mdRAcVL2UiTjQIOnsoSDjWEZ7+G/eZBKr52BBCJTO7YjokklBt0lmYlM2m0kshMReL9aRgMvoKAv9Pmie2e2aXr8ul2sU8rTw6QIfoGLnoHNXQFaqjBqJogB7QI3qy7q1n68V6nZXmrHnPPlqA9fYJITWbZw==</latexit>

Vars
<latexit sha1_base64="89DgXjQOFHAd9g/2rBWYlLy7NkQ=">AAACE3icdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiRatN0V3LisYFuhDWUynbRDJ5M4MxFKyGeIW/0Od+LWD/Az/AOnaQXr48Iwh3Pu43D8mDOlHefdKiwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvl3b22ihJJaItEPJI3PlaUM0FbmmlOb2JJcehz2vHHF1O9c0elYpG41pOYeiEeChYwgrWhvF6I9cgP0jaWKuuXK47t1GvOaR39Bq7t5FWBeTX75Y/eICJJSIUmHCvVdZ1YeymWmhFOs1IvUTTGZIyHtGugwCFVXpqbztCRYQYoiKR5QqOc/T6R4lCpSeibzqlJ9VObkn9p3UQHNS9lIk40FWR2KEg40hGaJoAGTFKi+cQATCQzXhEZYYmJNjktbMp3E+mlNDEfi3VWMhl9BYH+B+0T2z2zq1fVSqM2T6sIB3AIx+DCOTTgEprQAgK38ACP8GTdW8/Wi/U6ay1Y85l9WCjr7ROUtp/+</latexit>

parallelism
weights
<latexit sha1_base64="B+qZ1DZSNPkXTdxPaM9WBhk2mG0=">AAACFHicdVDJSgNBFOxxjXGLevTSGARPw0SDJreAF48RzALJGHo6L0mTnoXuN2oY8hviVb/Dm3j17mf4B3YmEYxLQdNF1dsoL5JCo+O8WwuLS8srq5m17PrG5tZ2bme3rsNYcajxUIaq6TENUgRQQ4ESmpEC5nsSGt7wfOI3bkBpEQZXOIrA9Vk/ED3BGRrpuo1wh8ktiP4A9biTyzu2Uy45J2X6mxRsJ0WezFDt5D7a3ZDHPgTIJdO6VXAidBOmUHAJ42w71hAxPmR9aBkaMB+0m6RXj+mhUbq0FyrzAqSp+r0jYb7WI98zlT7Dgf7pTcS/vFaMvZKbiCCKEQI+XdSLJcWQTiKgXaGAoxwZwrgS5lbKB0wxjiaouUnpbK7cBGLziQjHWZPRVxD0f1I/tgundvGymK8UZ2llyD45IEekQM5IhVyQKqkRThR5II/kybq3nq0X63VaumDNevbIHKy3T+OEoLY=</latexit>

ãkj
<latexit sha1_base64="sYLHEg1xuN+7S44dyOjufA//Apg=">AAACFHicdVDJSgNBFOxxjXGLevTSGARPYaJBk4sEvHiMYBZIxtDTeZO06VnofiOEYX5DvOp3eBOv3v0M/8DOIhiXgqaLqrdRbiSFRtt+txYWl5ZXVjNr2fWNza3t3M5uQ4ex4lDnoQxVy2UapAigjgIltCIFzHclNN3hxdhv3oHSIgyucRSB47N+IDzBGRrppoNC9iBhaTcZ3qbdXN4u2JWyfVKhv0mxYE+QJzPUurmPTi/ksQ8Bcsm0bhftCJ2EKRRcQprtxBoixoesD21DA+aDdpLJ1Sk9NEqPeqEyL0A6Ub93JMzXeuS7ptJnONA/vbH4l9eO0Ss7iQiiGCHg00VeLCmGdBwB7QkFHOXIEMaVMLdSPmCKcTRBzU2azObKSSA2n4gwzZqMvoKg/5PGcaF4WihdlfLV81laGbJPDsgRKZIzUiWXpEbqhBNFHsgjebLurWfrxXqdli5Ys549Mgfr7ROvXaCf</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GiJeD92Wm4IzyH/1OaLcm1PNBi0=">AAACDHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wWbV0V3LisYB/QDiWTSdvYTGZI7hTK0F8Qt/od7sSt/+Bn+Aem0wrWx4GQwzn33twcPxZcg+O8W0vLK6tr67mN/ObW9s5uYW+/oaNEUVankYhUyyeaCS5ZHTgI1ooVI6EvWNMfXk395ogpzSN5C+OYeSHpS97jlICRGp1REIHuFoqO7VTKzlkF/yau7WQoojlq3cJHJ4hoEjIJVBCt264Tg5cSBZwKNsl3Es1iQoekz9qGShIy7aXZthN8bJQA9yJljgScqd87UhJqPQ59UxkSGOif3lT8y2sn0Ct7KZdxAkzS2UO9RGCI8PTrOOCKURBjQwhV3OyK6YAoQsEEtDApm02Vl7LEXDyGSd5k9BUE/p80Tm333C7dlIrVy3laOXSIjtAJctEFqqJrVEN1RNEdekCP6Mm6t56tF+t1VrpkzXsO0AKst0/T6Zzk</latexit>

MLP

<latexit sha1_base64="pjN+C0GTKlhzAXngmCbWOuRdBj4=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARBGGa0aOuq4MZlC/YB7VAy6Z02NJMZkoxQhn6AuNXvcCdu/Qw/wz8wnVawPg6EHM659+bm+DFnSjvOu7W0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb2mypKJIUGjXgk2z5RwJmAhmaaQzuWQEKfQ8sfXU/91h1IxSJxq8cxeCEZCBYwSrSR6qe9QtGxnUrZOa/g38S1nQxFNEetV/jo9iOahCA05USpjuvE2kuJ1IxymOS7iYKY0BEZQMdQQUJQXpotOsHHRunjIJLmCI0z9XtHSkKlxqFvKkOih+qnNxX/8jqJDspeykScaBB09lCQcKwjPP017jMJVPOxIYRKZnbFdEgkodpkszApm02ll0JiLhbrSd5k9BUE/p80z2z3wi7VS8Xq1TytHDpER+gEuegSVdENqqEGogjQA3pET9a99Wy9WK+z0iVr3nOAFmC9fQIvpZpR</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="efD8nDQhGmjl2eSW5a6VTjsOkLo=">AAACE3icdVBJSgNBFK2OU4xT1KWbwiC4Ct0aNNlIwI3LCGaApAnVlZ+kSPVg1W8hNH0McavncCduPYDH8AZWBsE4PCjq8d6feF4khUbbfrcyS8srq2vZ9dzG5tb2Tn53r6HDWHGo81CGquUxDVIEUEeBElqRAuZ7Epre6HLiN+9AaREGNziOwPXZIBB9wRkaye2gkD1IvLSbOGk3X7CLdqVsn1bob+IU7SkKZI5aN//R6YU89iFALpnWbceO0E2YQsElpLlOrCFifMQG0DY0YD5oN5kendIjo/RoP1TmBUin6veOhPlaj33PVPoMh/qnNxH/8tox9stuIoIoRgj4bFE/lhRDOkmA9oQCjnJsCONKmFspHzLFOJqcFiZNZ3PlJhCbT0SY5kxGX0HQ/0njpOicFUvXpUL1Yp5WlhyQQ3JMHHJOquSK1EidcHJLHsgjebLurWfrxXqdlWasec8+WYD19gl5v5/y</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZteGbBtfk29jXR0PlwzqJJG//aw=">AAACGXicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjNatG6k4MalglWhHUomvW1DM5khuaOWYb5E3Op3uBO3rvwM/8B0rODzQMjhnPviBLEUBl331SlMTc/MzhXnSwuLS8sr5dW1cxMlmkOTRzLSlwEzIIWCJgqUcBlrYGEg4SIYHo39iyvQRkTqDEcx+CHrK9ETnKGVOuXVNgrZhZRlndRT2U3HahW36h7U3d0D+pt4VTdHhUxw0im/tbsRT0JQyCUzpuW5Mfop0yi4hKzUTgzEjA9ZH1qWKhaC8dP89IxuWaVLe5G2TyHN1a8dKQuNGYWBrQwZDsxPbyz+5bUS7NX9VKg4QVD8Y1EvkRQjOs6BdoUGjnJkCeNa2FspHzDNONq0vk3KZ3Ptp5DYT8SYlWxGn0HQ/8n5TtXbq9ZOa5XG4SStItkgm2SbeGSfNMgxOSFNwsk1uSP35MG5dR6dJ+f5o7TgTHrWyTc4L+9oPqH9</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="DSgc/U+n9QoxwW4rudb9jh0ETG0=">AAACEHicdVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei+BqmNHiYye4caFQwdpiO5RMetsGM5khuSOWoT8hbvU73Ilb/8DP8A9MxwrWx4GQwzn33tycMJHCoOe9OROTU9Mzs3PzhYXFpeWV4urapYlTzaHKYxnresgMSKGgigIl1BMNLAol1MLr46FfuwFtRKwusJ9AELGuEh3BGVrpqolwi9nZaWXQKpY81zs88HYP6W/iu16OEhmh0iq+N9sxTyNQyCUzpuF7CQYZ0yi4hEGhmRpIGL9mXWhYqlgEJsjyjQd0yypt2om1PQpprn7vyFhkTD8KbWXEsGd+ekPxL6+RYucgyIRKUgTFPx/qpJJiTIffp22hgaPsW8K4FnZXyntMM442pLFJ+WyugwxSe4kEBwWb0VcQ9H9yueP6e275vFw6Ko/SmiMbZJNsE5/skyNyQiqkSjhR5J48kEfnznlynp2Xz9IJZ9SzTsbgvH4A1vaefA==</latexit>

cutpool C

<latexit sha1_base64="Sn/XY+Db3rcWPn5NYJ3YrxsSTIY=">AAACGnicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbjEcvjUHwNEw0aHILePEYwSRCMoSeTiVp0rPQXSMJw/yJeNXv8CZevfgZ/oGdRTAuBU0/3qt6VTwvkkKj47xbmZXVtfWN7GZua3tndy+/X2jqMFYcGjyUobr1mAYpAmigQAm3kQLmexJa3uhyqrfuQGkRBjc4icD12SAQfcEZGqqbL3QQxphETDEpjYv2026+6NhOteKcVelvULKdWRXJourd/EenF/LYhwC5ZFq3S06EbsIUCi4hzXViDRHjIzaAtoEB80G7yez2lB4bpkf7oTIvQDpjv08kzNd64num02c41D+1KfmX1o6xX3ETEUQxQsDni/qxpBjSaRC0JxRwlBMDGFfC3Er50MTA0cS15DTz5spNIDafiDDNmYy+gqD/g+apXTq3y9flYq28SCtLDskROSElckFq5IrUSYNwMiYP5JE8WffWs/Vivc5bM9Zi5oAslfX2Ca6woqo=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2Pls1ZScpICNXrl7gx6I5y6X3JQ=">AAAB+nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgKiRatN1IwY3LCrYW2hAmk9t26OTBzEQtMZ/ixoUibv0Sd/6N04fg88CFwzn3cu89fsKZVLb9bhQWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc0ts7zdlnEqKLRozGPR8YkEziJoKaY4dBIBJPQ5XPmjs4l/dQ1Csji6VOME3JAMItZnlCgteWa5pxgPICO5lzlOfus5nlmxLbtes4/q+DdxLHuKCpqj6ZlvvSCmaQiRopxI2XXsRLkZEYpRDnmpl0pICB2RAXQ1jUgI0s2mp+d4XysB7sdCV6TwVP06kZFQynHo686QqKH86U3Ev7xuqvo1N2NRkiqI6GxRP+VYxXiSAw6YAKr4WBNCBdO3YjokglCl0yrpED4/xf+T9qHlHFvVi2qlcTqPo4h20R46QA46QQ10jpqohSi6QffoET0Zd8aD8Wy8zFoLxnxmB32D8foBlMyUOQ==</latexit>

Cuts
<latexit sha1_base64="PAge2HZBJb0IpGGam3FkXAUXa94=">AAACE3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFRIt2u4K3bisYB/QhjKZTtqhk4czN0IJ+Qxxq9/hTtz6AX6Gf+AkrWB9XBjmcM59HI4bCa7Ast6Nwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP+ioMJaUtWkoQtlziWKCB6wNHATrRZIR3xWs606bmd69Y1LxMLiBWcQcn4wD7nFKQFPOwCcwcb2kGYNKh+WKZVr1mnVex7+BbVp5VdCiWsPyx2AU0thnAVBBlOrbVgROQiRwKlhaGsSKRYROyZj1NQyIz5ST5KZTfKKZEfZCqV8AOGe/TyTEV2rmu7ozM6l+ahn5l9aPwas5CQ+iGFhA54e8WGAIcZYAHnHJKIiZBoRKrr1iOiGSUNA5LW3Kd1PpJCzWH48gLemMvoLA/4POmWlfmNXraqVRW6RVREfoGJ0iG12iBrpCLdRGFN2iB/SInox749l4MV7nrQVjMXOIlsp4+wSZk6AB</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="RSW/JMDWMe66ZSwWsMmduw3pauM=">AAACIXicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqitxEyyCq2GqRduNCG5cKlgrtMOQSW81NPMguSOU6eDHiFv9DnfiTvwK/8B0WsHngZDDOffe3Bw/lkKj47xahanpmdm54nxpYXFpeaW8unaho0RxaPJIRurSZxqkCKGJAiVcxgpY4Eto+f3jkd+6AaVFFJ7jIAY3YFeh6AnO0EheeaODQnYh9TMvHXYChteaq/Q4G2ZeueLYTqPu7DXob1K1nRwVMsGpV37vdCOeBBAil0zrdtWJ0U2ZQsElZKVOoiFmvM+uoG1oyALQbpp/IaPbRunSXqTMCZHm6teOlAVaDwLfVOZL/vRG4l9eO8Fe3U1FGCcIIR8/1EskxYiO8qBdoYCjHBjCuBJmV8qvmWIcTWrfJk3CcVNIzCVizEomo88g6P/kYteu7tu1s1rl6HCSVpFski2yQ6rkgByRE3JKmoSTW3JPHsijdWc9Wc/Wy7i0YE161sk3WG8fxHSl6w==</latexit>

ã|C|1 x1 +
<latexit sha1_base64="x+3hjpCQlhbmQb57yC8pVpl1TGI=">AAACJXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdSlCsAiuyoyK2o0UunFZwarQDkMmva3BzIPkjlims/JjxK1+hzsRXPkN/oHpWMH6OBByOOfem5vjx1JotO1Xa2JyanpmtjBXnF9YXFouraye6ShRHJo8kpG68JkGKUJookAJF7ECFvgSzv2r+tA/vwalRRSeYj8GN2C9UHQFZ2gkr7TRRiE7kLLMSwftgOGl5iqtZwMnu/Ecr1S2K3b10N6t0t/Eqdg5ymSEhld6b3cingQQIpdM65Zjx+imTKHgErJiO9EQM37FetAyNGQBaDfNv5HRLaN0aDdS5oRIc/V7R8oCrfuBbyrzRX96Q/Evr5Vg99BNRRgnCCH/fKibSIoRHWZCO0IBR9k3hHElzK6UXzLFOJrkxiaNAnJTSMwlYsyKJqOvIOj/5Gyn4uxX9k72yrWjUVoFsk42yTZxyAGpkWPSIE3CyS25Jw/k0bqznqxn6+WzdMIa9ayRMVhvH4Sep0s=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pjN+C0GTKlhzAXngmCbWOuRdBj4=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARBGGa0aOuq4MZlC/YB7VAy6Z02NJMZkoxQhn6AuNXvcCdu/Qw/wz8wnVawPg6EHM659+bm+DFnSjvOu7W0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb2mypKJIUGjXgk2z5RwJmAhmaaQzuWQEKfQ8sfXU/91h1IxSJxq8cxeCEZCBYwSrSR6qe9QtGxnUrZOa/g38S1nQxFNEetV/jo9iOahCA05USpjuvE2kuJ1IxymOS7iYKY0BEZQMdQQUJQXpotOsHHRunjIJLmCI0z9XtHSkKlxqFvKkOih+qnNxX/8jqJDspeykScaBB09lCQcKwjPP017jMJVPOxIYRKZnbFdEgkodpkszApm02ll0JiLhbrSd5k9BUE/p80z2z3wi7VS8Xq1TytHDpER+gEuegSVdENqqEGogjQA3pET9a99Wy9WK+z0iVr3nOAFmC9fQIvpZpR</latexit>

...
<latexit sha1_base64="TI+ApPatM0Y1r3ML+8+/7L0BurY=">AAACC3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gma0aOuq4MZlBacW2qFk0kwbmskMyR2hDP0Ecavf4U7c+hF+hn9gOq1gfVwIOZxzz83NCRLBNTjOu1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt7LR2nijKPxiJW7YBoJrhkHnAQrJ0oRqJAsNtgdDnVb++Y0jyWNzBOmB+RgeQhpwQM5XX7MeheueLYTr3mnNbxb+DaTl4VNK9mr/xhfDSNmAQqiNYd10nAz4gCTgWblLqpZgmhIzJgHQMliZj2s3zZCT4yTB+HsTJHAs7Z746MRFqPo8B0RgSG+qc2Jf/SOimENT/jMkmBSTp7KEwFhhhPf477XDEKYmwAoYqbXTEdEkUomHwWJuWzqfIzlpqLJzApmYy+gsD/g9aJ7Z7Z1etqpXExT6uIDtAhOkYuOkcNdIWayEMUcfSAHtGTdW89Wy/W66y1YM09+2ihrLdP63mcZA==</latexit>

+ ã|C|n xn  b̃|C|
<latexit sha1_base64="Cxf2z1ZkzWZAUswj6xIYrN71Y64=">AAACJXicdVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLkUIFsFVmWrRuhGhG5cVrArtUDLpbRuayQzJHbGMs/JjxK1+hzsRXPkN/oHpWMH6OBByOOfem5vjR1IYdN1XZ2Jyanpmdm4+t7C4tLySX107N2GsOdR5KEN96TMDUiioo0AJl5EGFvgSLvx+dehfXIE2IlRnOIjAC1hXiY7gDK3Uym82Ucg2JCxtJTfNgGHPcJ1U0xuVXresX3CL7mHF3Tukv0mp6GYokBFqrfx7sx3yOACFXDJjGiU3Qi9hGgWXkOaasYGI8T7rQsNSxQIwXpJ9I6XbVmnTTqjtUUgz9XtHwgJjBoFvK7NFf3pD8S+vEWOn4iVCRTGC4p8PdWJJMaTDTGhbaOAoB5YwroXdlfIe04yjTW5s0iggL4HYXiLCNGcz+gqC/k/Od4ul/WL5tFw4PhqlNUc2yBbZISVyQI7JCamROuHkltyTB/Lo3DlPzrPz8lk64Yx61skYnLcPTU+nxQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GCZWdIqzkxl+2RrNWVfapb0ICUc=">AAACCXicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4Gma0aOuq4MZlRfuAdiiZ9E4bmskMSUYoQ79A3Op3uBO3foWf4R+YTitYHwdCDufce3Nz/JgzpR3n3cotLa+sruXXCxubW9s7xd29pooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHl1O/dQdSsUjc6nEMXkgGggWMEm2kmy6HXrHk2E614pxW8W/i2k6GEpqj3it+dPsRTUIQmnKiVMd1Yu2lRGpGOUwK3URBTOiIDKBjqCAhKC/NVp3gI6P0cRBJc4TGmfq9IyWhUuPQN5Uh0UP105uKf3mdRAcVL2UiTjQIOnsoSDjWEZ7+G/eZBKr52BBCJTO7YjokklBt0lmYlM2m0kshMReL9aRgMvoKAv9Pmie2e2aXr8ul2sU8rTw6QIfoGLnoHNXQFaqjBqJogB7QI3qy7q1n68V6nZXmrHnPPlqA9fYJITWbZw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pjN+C0GTKlhzAXngmCbWOuRdBj4=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARBGGa0aOuq4MZlC/YB7VAy6Z02NJMZkoxQhn6AuNXvcCdu/Qw/wz8wnVawPg6EHM659+bm+DFnSjvOu7W0vLK6tp7byG9ube/sFvb2mypKJIUGjXgk2z5RwJmAhmaaQzuWQEKfQ8sfXU/91h1IxSJxq8cxeCEZCBYwSrSR6qe9QtGxnUrZOa/g38S1nQxFNEetV/jo9iOahCA05USpjuvE2kuJ1IxymOS7iYKY0BEZQMdQQUJQXpotOsHHRunjIJLmCI0z9XtHSkKlxqFvKkOih+qnNxX/8jqJDspeykScaBB09lCQcKwjPP017jMJVPOxIYRKZnbFdEgkodpkszApm02ll0JiLhbrSd5k9BUE/p80z2z3wi7VS8Xq1TytHDpER+gEuegSVdENqqEGogjQA3pET9a99Wy9WK+z0iVr3nOAFmC9fQIvpZpR</latexit>

Cuts
<latexit sha1_base64="cr1+gxmbvP1/x68ua5pnW1xUA9c=">AAACE3icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuQqJFW1eFblxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QycOZG6GEfIa41e9wJ279AD/DP3CSVrA+LgxzOOc+DseNBFdgWe/G0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s1va22+rMJaUtWgoQtl1iWKCB6wFHATrRpIR3xWs404amd65Y1LxMLiBacQcn4wC7nFKQFNO3ycwdr2kEYNKB6WyZVq1qnVWw7+BbVp5ldG8moPSR38Y0thnAVBBlOrZVgROQiRwKlha7MeKRYROyIj1NAyIz5ST5KZTfKyZIfZCqV8AOGe/TyTEV2rqu7ozM6l+ahn5l9aLwas6CQ+iGFhAZ4e8WGAIcZYAHnLJKIipBoRKrr1iOiaSUNA5LWzKd1PpJCzWH48gLeqMvoLA/4P2qWmfm5XrSrl+OU+rgA7RETpBNrpAdXSFmqiFKLpFD+gRPRn3xrPxYrzOWpeM+cwBWijj7ROaLaAD</latexit>

node
encoding
<latexit sha1_base64="EjcSertRd7ZnQOHxFTBluV+PHrQ=">AAACEXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZarFx67gxmUF2wrToWTSWw1mkiG5I5ahXyFu9TvciVu/wM/wD0ynFayPAyGHc+69uTlRIoVF33/3Zmbn5hcWC0vF5ZXVtfXSxmbL6tRwaHIttbmMmAUpFDRRoITLxACLIwnt6OZ05LdvwVih1QUOEghjdqVEX3CGTgo6CHeYKd2DYbdU9iv+ybF/cEJ/k2rFz1EmEzS6pY9OT/M0BoVcMmuDqp9gmDGDgksYFjuphYTxG3YFgaOKxWDDLF95SHed0qN9bdxRSHP1e0fGYmsHceQqY4bX9qc3Ev/yghT7x2EmVJIiKD5+qJ9KipqO/k97wgBHOXCEcSPcrpRfM8M4upSmJuWzuQkzSN0lEhwWXUZfQdD/SWu/Uj2s1M5r5XptklaBbJMdskeq5IjUyRlpkCbhRJMH8kievHvv2XvxXselM96kZ4tMwXv7BDZ/n0M=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GfUMmuWdzFIaLxq6KulRBpyojIc=">AAACGHicdVDdSsMwGE3n35x/VS+9CQ5hgpRWh253g914OcG5wVZGmqVbWJqWJB2M0hcRb/U5vBNvvfMxfAOzroLz50DI4ZzvSw7HixiVyrbfjcLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tn7h/cyTAWmLRxyELR9ZAkjHLSVlQx0o0EQYHHSMebNOd+Z0qEpCG/VbOIuAEacepTjJSWBqZZ6QdIjSUWSTM9g63TgVm2Lbtesy/q8DdxLDtDGeRoDcyP/jDEcUC4wgxJ2XPsSLkJEopiRtJSP5YkQniCRqSnKUcBkW6SJU/hiVaG0A+FPlzBTP2+kaBAylng6cks5k9vLv7l9WLl19yE8ihWhOPFR37MoArhvAY4pIJgxWaaICyozgrxGAmElS5r6aW8Hjchsb5opNKS7uirCPg/uTu3nEurelMtN6p5W0VwBI5BBTjgCjTANWiBNsBgCh7AI3gy7o1n48V4XYwWjHznECzBePsEq8ygXQ==</latexit>

(C, P )

<latexit sha1_base64="p00VmuGPJd46OyrSo2gpRIQjdFI=">AAACF3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62PVl26CRbBVZlq0XZXcOOygn1AO5RMetuGZjJDckcsQz9E3Op3uBO3Lv0M/8D0IVgfB0IO59x7c3P8SAqDrvvupFZW19Y30puZre2d3Wxub79hwlhzqPNQhrrlMwNSKKijQAmtSAMLfAlNf3Q59Zu3oI0I1Q2OI/ACNlCiLzhDK3Vz2Q7CHSageNgTajDp5vJuwa2U3bMK/U2KBXeGPFmg1s19dHohjwNQyCUzpl10I/QSplFwCZNMJzYQMT5iA2hbqlgAxktmi0/osVV6tB9qexTSmfq9I2GBMePAt5UBw6H56U3Fv7x2jP2ylwgVxWi/Nn+oH0uKIZ2mQHtCA0c5toRxLeyulA+ZZhxtVkuTZrO59hKI7SUinGRsRl9B0P9J47RQPC+Urkv5ammRVpockiNyQorkglTJFamROuEkJg/kkTw5986z8+K8zktTzqLngCzBefsEBg+hPQ==</latexit>

first
embedding
<latexit sha1_base64="ImKDzXOEFdoWeTliZMNeTxSDPEU=">AAACEnicdVBJSgNBFK2OU4xT1KWbwiC4ajoaNNkF3LiMYBIhaUJ15XdSpHqg6rcYmr6FuNVzuBO3XsBjeAMrg2AcHhT1eO9PPC+WQqPjvFu5peWV1bX8emFjc2t7p7i719JRojg0eSQjdeMxDVKE0ESBEm5iBSzwJLS90cXEb9+C0iIKr3EcgxuwQSh8wRkaqdtFuMPUF0pj1iuWHNupVZ3TGv1NyrYzRYnM0egVP7r9iCcBhMgl07pTdmJ0U6ZQcAlZoZtoiBkfsQF0DA1ZANpNpzdn9MgofepHyrwQ6VT93pGyQOtx4JnKgOFQ//Qm4l9eJ0G/6qYijBOEkM8W+YmkGNFJALQvFHCUY0MYV8LcSvmQKcbRxLQwaTqbKzeFxHwixqxgMvoKgv5PWid2+cyuXFVK9co8rTw5IIfkmJTJOamTS9IgTcJJTB7II3my7q1n68V6nZXmrHnPPlmA9fYJNSefzw==</latexit>

graph encoding
<latexit sha1_base64="sD0jILlic2xKMwGIyX7zAwSXVLw=">AAACHXicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqrhyEyyCqzLVou2u4MZlBfuAdiiZ9LYNzWSG5I5Yhn6LuNXvcCduxc/wD0wfgvVxIORwzr03N8ePpDDouu9Oaml5ZXUtvZ7Z2Nza3snu7tVNGGsONR7KUDd9ZkAKBTUUKKEZaWCBL6HhDy8nfuMWtBGhusFRBF7A+kr0BGdopU72oI1wh0lfs2hAQfGwK1R/3Mnm3LxbLrlnZfqbFPLuFDkyR7WT/Wh3Qx4HoJBLZkyr4EboJUyj4BLGmXZsIGJ8yPrQslSxAIyXTNcf02OrdGkv1PYopFP1e0fCAmNGgW8rA4YD89ObiH95rRh7JS8RKorRfm32UC+WFEM6yYJ2hQaOcmQJ41rYXSkfMM042sQWJk1nc+0lENtLRDjO2Iy+gqD/k/ppvnCeL14Xc5XiPK00OSRH5IQUyAWpkCtSJTXCSUIeyCN5cu6dZ+fFeZ2Vppx5zz5ZgPP2CadTo6s=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7GO1W4D+EmYD1qnrehgPwHOmI/0=">AAACGHicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFVItWneCG5cVrBbaUCaT2zo4mYSZm2IJ/RFxq9/hTty68zP8A6exgs8DwxzOuS9OmEph0PdfndLM7Nz8QnmxsrS8srrmrm9cmCTTHFo8kYluh8yAFApaKFBCO9XA4lDCZXh9MvEvh6CNSNQ5jlIIYjZQoi84Qyv1XLeLcIM5xCFEkVCDcc+t+p5/1PD3j+hvUvP8AlUyRbPnvnWjhGcxKOSSGdOp+SkGOdMouIRxpZsZSBm/ZgPoWKpYDCbIi8vHdMcqEe0n2j6FtFC/duQsNmYUh7YyZnhlfnoT8S+vk2G/EeRCpRmC4h+L+pmkmNBJDDQSGjjKkSWMa2FvpfyKacbRhvVtUjGb6yCHzH4ixXHFZvQZBP2fXOx5tQOvflavHtenaZXJFtkmu6RGDskxOSVN0iKcDMkduScPzq3z6Dw5zx+lJWfas0m+wXl5B8E/oZ8=</latexit>

(a)
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Figure 2. (a) Node and graph encoding from the state (C, P ). Parallelism weights are used on edges between constraints and cuts. (b)
NeuralCut model: after three graph convolutions, an attention module allows cuts to attend to each other within the cutpool.

A Strong (and Expensive) Criterion We assess the proposed LA cut selection rule by exposing the basic cut selection task in a custom version of SCIP, and implementing
scoring functions for common heuristics as well as SCIP’s
own scorer formula (more specifications are given in Section 4). Operationally, to compute LA scores at a given
relaxation P , we set SCIP in diving mode2 to test one by
one all candidate cuts in C, and register their bound improvements.
We compare Lookahead to common heuristics for cut selection on 510 bounded and feasible instances from the ‘easy’
collection of MIPLIB 2017 (Gleixner et al., 2021). After
pre-solving each instance, we perform 30 separation rounds
and add a single cut per round to the LP relaxation. We
average the IGC after each round over all instances and display the results in Figure 1. Lookahead clearly outperforms
other rules for cut selection throughout. It achieves larger
IGC with fewer cuts than all baselines. The margin over
the default rule of the SCIP solver is sizable; Lookahead
achieves mean 0.25 IGC (compared to ∼0.15 IGC of the
default rule) after 30 cuts and reaches 0.15 IGC after adding
only five cuts on average. Further, since MIPLIB contains
diverse instances that vary in size, complexity and structure,
this suggest that Lookahead may be a universally strong
criterion for cut selection, potentially useful to improve
performance in general-purpose MILP solvers.
Lookahead is thus a strong rule for selecting cuts—but an
expensive one. At every iteration, running LA requires to
solve |C| additional LPs; considering that even for small
synthetic instances cutpools are typically populated by hundreds of cuts, repeating the LA iteration quickly becomes
computationally intractable and makes the approach not viable in practice. In a way, Lookahead appears to have all the
credentials needed to become an expert on which to train a
ML policy.
2
Diving mode allows to temporarily alter some aspects of a
problem (like enforcing a new constraint or variable bound), solve
it, and be able to resume the original solving process.

3.2. Lookahead Expert Imitation
In light of the cost of looking ahead, we propose to use LA
scores to facilitate the training of a policy for cut selection
via imitation learning. This learning approach offers a way
to amortize the cost of expert decisions across entire families
of MILP instances. By running several iterations of the
basic cut selection loop, we can obtain a dataset of expert
samples specified by (C, P, {sLA (Cj , P )}Cj ∈C ). We learn
a cut selection policy that imitates the Lookahead expert
defined in Section 3.1 by choosing the learnt scoring s̃ to
minimize a soft binary entropy loss over all cuts C ∈ C,
1 X
qC log s̃C + (1 − qC ) log(1 − s̃C ) (7)
L (s̃) := −
|C|
C∈C

where qC =

sLA (C)
∗ )
sLA (CLA

∗
= arg maxC∈C sLA (C).
and CLA

State Encoding and Input Features For each cut selection decision we extract information from the solver to
describe the cutpool and LP relaxation pair (C, P ) on which
our scorer operates. Specifically, we organize the state of
the system as a tripartite graph whose nodes hold vectors
(features) representing variables and constraints of P (Vars
and Cons), and cuts available in C (Cuts). Edges between
Vars and Cons (resp. Vars and Cuts) are added when a
variable appears in a constraint (resp. a cut), and carry the
corresponding nonzero coefficients. We also link Cons and
Cuts with a complete set of weighted edges. If (ai , bi ) is
a Cons and (ãk , b̃k ) is a Cut, then the weight wik ∈ [0, 1]
on the edge connecting them measures their degree of parallelism, i.e., wik = |aTi ãk |/(∥ai ∥∥ãk ∥). In other words, hyperplanes are connected in the tripartite graph with a weight
that measures their similarity. This facilitates a shortcut
(skip connection) for communication between constraints
and cuts, which could otherwise only happen via shared
variables. Figure 2(a) illustrates node and graph encoding
of the state (C, P ).
For input features, we extend those defined by Gasse et al.
(2019) with new ones, to emphasize the role of constraints
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and cutting planes in our setup. For example, we add to our
Cons and Cuts features the rank and fraction of nonzeros,
as well as cut scores like violation, objective parallelism,
support, and SCIP weighted score. A description of our
input data is given in Appendix C (Table 5), where we also
discuss feature implementation.
Policy We use the graph encoding as input to NeuralCut,
a new NN architecture for cut selection. The model we
devise to parametrize a cut selection policy is a combination of a graph convolution neural network (GCNN) and an
attention block on the cuts representations (Scarselli et al.,
2009; Vaswani et al., 2017). Following the diagram in Figure 2(b), input features Cons, Vars and Cuts are first embedded into a hidden representation, before undergoing three
passes of graph convolutions on the graph’s edges. In order,
the message passing happens between Vars→Cons→Vars;
Cuts→Vars→Cuts; and finally Cuts→Cons→Cuts. Our
rationale behind these convolution passes is to first get a
sense of the current relaxation P and cutpool C, and then
establish communication between available cuts and the
constraints of the problem.
A similar GCNN was proposed by Gasse et al. (2019) for
B&B variable selection: we change their model to introduce
Cuts in our inputs and convolution passes, and replace
their use of layer-norm with batch normalization (Ioffe &
Szegedy, 2015), which performed better in our setting.
The last part of NeuralCut focuses on the cutpool representation, which enters an attention block to enable each cut to
attend to all other cuts presently in the pool. We weigh the
attention module with parallelism weights—calculated as
the ones between a Cons and a Cut above—wk,k′ between
each pair of cuts (k, k ′ ). A final MLP with sigmoid activation is used to predict a score s̃ ∈ [0, 1] for each cut from
its representation. Our implementation follows Shi et al.
(2021), using PyTorch Geometric modules.

4. Experiments
We divide our computational experiments into two main
parts. The first one focuses on evaluating learned NeuralCut
policies on the core cut selection task: we measure the
imitation learning performance of trained policies as well
as their behavior when rolled-out on synthetic test MILP
instances, in a controlled solver environment. Next, we
investigates the impact that LA policies can have in a more
realistic B&C solver framework, with a dataset of real-world
Neural Network Verification instances.
4.1. Evaluation Protocol
Solver Interface We derive a custom version of the
SCIP solver (v.7.0.2) to expose and isolate the cut selection

task as defined in Section 3. Our interface with the solver
covers ten different separators, namely, aggregation,
clique, disjunctive, flowcover, gomory,
impliedbounds, mcf, oddcycle, strongcg,
zerohalf. Heuristics for the scorer function are
implemented following Wesselmann & Stuhl (2012), and
we mirror the SCIP formula (SCIPScore). As previously
mentioned, we exploit SCIP’s diving mode to compute
LA scores. The solver parametric setting is specified in
Appendix D.
Data Collection and Baselines We experiment with different types of MILP models (see next sections). For
each MILP dataset, we execute the first 10 iterations in
our controlled cut selection environment to collect samples (C, P, {sLA (Cj , P )}Cj ∈C ). Ten cuts are sometimes
enough to solve the easiest instances to optimality, and in
general we observe that with more iterations the quality
of cuts becomes more uniform within a cutpool. To diversify the training space, during these 10 iterations we
select cuts according to a scorer uniformly drawn from
{Random, SCIPScore, Lookahead}. Note that regardless
of the used scorer, we always gather LA scores on the resulting (C, P ) state.
The learned policy is compared to the Lookahead expert and
the SCIPScore baseline, as well as other scorer heuristics including Efficacy, ExpImprovement, ObjParallelism, RelViolation, Violation, Support, IntSupport, Random. Again, we
refer to Appendix B for details.
ML Setup and Training We train NeuralCut policies
with ADAM (Kingma & Ba, 2015) using the default PyTorch setting (Paszke et al., 2019). Our evaluations run on
a distributed compute cluster; hardware specification are
reported in Appendix E.
4.2. Core Task Evaluation
This first set of experiments is focused on assessing the
quality of our imitation learning approach. We work in the
controlled cut selection environment introduced above, and
answer the following points: Are the proposed encoding and
architecture (Figure 2) effective in modeling the task of cut
selection, and do they enable the imitation of Lookahead?
Are trained NeuralCut policies successful in closing the
integer gap when rolled-out on never seen test instances?
We answer both questions positively on four different MILP
benchmarks.
MILP Benchmarks We consider the four classes of MILP
models used in Tang et al. (2020) and reproduce their generators for instances of type Maximum Cut, Packing, Binary
Packing and Planning; we refer to Tang et al. (2020) supplementary material for details on the models’ mathematical
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Test Evaluation Metrics To measure the imitation performance of our policies, we design a bound fulfillment metric
assessing the quality of selected cuts. Specifically, for each
collected test sample we look at its cutpool C and scale the
attainable bound improvements within [0, 1], fixing at 1 the
best one, specified by the cutpool’s maximum LA score. Cut
selection decisions for a trained policy and other heuristics
can then be compared in this range to measure their ability
in selecting bound-improving cuts. Note that Lookahead
achieves by definition a bound fulfillment of 1.
We also plug-in the learned policies in our custom solver
interface and evaluate their roll-outs on never-seen MILP
test instances. For this online setting we employ IGC as
defined in Section 2 to track the integer gap, also measuring
the area over the IGC curve (the smaller, the better) to
summarize each policy’s performance. We call this metric
reversed IGC integral; note that in this case the minimum
attainable integral is constrained by the composition of the
cutpools. Runtime improvements are of marginal interest in
diagnostic instances like those from Tang et al. (2020), so
we do not evaluate runtimes for this first set of experiments.
Results Table 1 reports results on the evaluation of NeuralCut policies trained on each MILP family. Bound fulfillment rates (left side of the table) confirm that NeuralCut
effectively learns to imitate Lookahead, selecting boundimproving cutting planes better than all other heuristic baselines including SCIPScore, and scoring almost perfectly on
Max. Cut and Plan datasets. Even though the difficulty of
the selection task may vary across benchmarks, as reflected
by the average size of the cutpools in the test samples, the
imitation learning performance is quite impressive and homogeneous. In terms of integer gap closed over 30 iterations
roll-outs (i.e., on the addition of the first 30 cuts) (right side),
on 3/4 datasets NeuralCut achieves smallest reversed IGC
integrals, the nearest to Lookahead; overall, we observe a
good correlation with the bound fulfillment metric. The
Packing case is tied between many rules, and does not seem
to offer much space for improvement via LA greedy selection. Figure 3 depicts mean IGC curves for NeuralCut on

0.8
0.6
IGC

formulations. A quick assessment revealed that instances
of size Small and Medium were too easy for our setting,
often being solved at presolve or after the addition of a
handful of cuts. We thus focus on Large instances only,
which exhibit sizes n, m ∈ [50, 150], and generate a total
of 3000 models for each family, divided into (2000, 500,
500) for (training, validation, test). Following the procedure
outlined above, we gather just short of 20K samples for each
training set, due to some models being solved in less than
10 cut selection iterations during data collection. Details
about the composition of each benchmark are reported in
Appendix A.

0.4
0.2
0.0
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NeuralCut
Rel. Violation
Efficacy
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Number of Cuts
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Default (SCIP)
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Figure 3. On binary packing test instances, NeuralCut nearly
achieves the same IGC as Lookahead that it was trained to imitate.
It outperforms other heuristics for cut selection. IGCs for the other
benchmarks are in Figure F.1 in Appendix F.1.

binary packing instances, and clearly shows the advantage
of the LA-trained policy over all baselines; similar plots for
the other benchmarks are collected in Appendix F.
We also compare NeuralCut to the reinforcement learning
(RL) approach for cut selection proposed by Tang et al.
(2020). They cast cut selection as an RL problem and use
improvements to the LP bound as rewards to train a model
for cut selection via evolutionary strategies. Tang et al.
(2020) consider only Gomory cutting planes and implement
their model with Gurobi (Gurobi, 2022). To compare to
them, we re-implement their method in our SCIP solver
interface and expose it to all cutting planes. NeuralCut outperforms RL on all four benchmarks (Table 1). It achieves
higher bound fulfillment and lower reversed IGC integral.
The difference is particularly acute on the binary packing
instances (0.78 vs 0.22 bound fulfillment and 19.96 vs 10.96
vs 16.06 reversed IGC integral)..
With respect to ML modelling choices previously used for
MILP optimization, NeuralCut introduces several innovations. These include new features, the introduction of shortcut connections between constraints and cuts and the use
of an attention module for the cutpool. In Table 2, we perform model ablations on the binary packing instances, to
better assess the effectiveness of our modelling choices. We
begin with a simple GNN model that is based on Gasse
et al. (2019), but adapted to cut selection by using cuts
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Table 1. NeuralCut selects cuts with high average bound fulfillment (left) and smaller average reversed IGC integral on four benchmarks.
It outperforms both a competing RL approach (Tang et al., 2020) and manual heuristics for cut selection. It approximates the performance
of Lookahead closely. Performance on test instances for 30 consecutive separation rounds and adding a single cut per round. Best model
or heuristic is bold-faced, best overall is in italics.
Bound fulfillment (↑) on test samples, mean
M AX . C UT

PACKING

B IN . PACKING

Reversed IGC integral (↓) on test instances, mean (ste)

P LANNING

M AX . C UT

PACKING

B IN . PACKING

P LANNING

Lookahead

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

15.05 (0.09)

26.42 (0.08)

9.85 (0.33)

10.33 (0.04)

NeuralCut
Tang et al. (2020)

0.96
0.58

0.61
0.27

0.78
0.22

1.0
0.49

15.55 (0.09)
19.00 (0.09)

26.30 (0.08)
27.59 (0.06)

10.96 (0.33)
16.06 (0.38)

10.42 (0.04)
14.94 (0.08)

Default (SCIP)
Exp. Improv.
Efficacy
Obj. Parall.
Rel. Violation
Violation
Support
Int. Support
Random

0.71
0.69
0.65
0.47
0.50
0.64
0.57
0.62
0.41

0.60
0.60
0.60
0.34
0.60
0.35
0.18
0.18
0.15

0.33
0.32
0.32
0.27
0.33
0.21
0.13
0.21
0.16

0.64
0.85
0.46
0.44
0.48
0.26
0.29
0.34
0.25

16.72 (0.09)
19.00 (0.08)
17.01 (0.09)
24.01 (0.08)
17.95 (0.08)
23.20 (0.08)
19.31 (0.10)
21.87 (0.07)
21.99 (0.07)

26.29 (0.08)
26.27 (0.07)
26.28 (0.08)
28.28 (0.05)
26.28 (0.08)
28.81 (0.03)
28.77 (0.04)
28.78 (0.03)
28.73 (0.04)

15.42 (0.28)
15.14 (0.29)
15.19 (0.29)
22.23 (0.26)
14.90 (0.29)
19.41 (0.31)
24.79 (0.22)
21.14 (0.28)
21.23 (0.28)

14.01 (0.06)
11.15 (0.05)
14.52 (0.06)
27.71 (0.07)
15.36 (0.06)
25.75 (0.09)
18.39 (0.09)
23.31 (0.08)
23.26 (0.08)

Table 2. Our model choices tend to improve tend to improve both
bound fulfillment on test samples and reversed IGC integral on test
instances for binary packing. Ablations for the other benchmarks
are in Table 7 in Appendix F.
Bound full.

Rev. IGC integral

Gasse et al. (2019)
+ our features
+ our architecture

0.54
0.66
0.76

16.09 (0.31)
12.77 (0.32)
10.73 (0.33)

NeuralCut (+ our graph)

0.78

10.96 (0.33)

in place of constraints in the original model formulation
of Gasse et al. (2019) and switching the order in which
half-convolutions are applied. Second, we use the features
of NeuralCut (+ our features) for both cuts and variables
instead of the features of Gasse et al. (2019). Third, we
additionally make architectural choices, i.e. we replace
layer normalization with batch normalization and add the
attention module to the model. Finally, we leverage the
tri-partite graph formulation to model constraints explicitly
(in addition to the cuts and variables), which gives the full
NeuralCut model. For binary packing, improvements are
most pronounced when using our features (0.54 vs 0.66,
16.09 vs 12.77) and applying our architectural choices (0.66
vs 0.76, 12.77 vs 10.73). Ablations for the other benchmarks
are in Table 7 in Appendix F.3. In addition, an ablation on
the choice of loss function is in Table 8 in Appendix F.4.
4.3. NeuralCut in a B&C Solver
Up to this point we worked in a controlled environment and
focused on the core task of selecting a single cut from a pool

of available ones. While for the sake of evaluation clarity
we isolated this decision from all the other choices related
to cuts management happening in a solver, in practice these
heuristics work in concert and impact each other.
After having determined the effectiveness of NeuralCut policies in the controlled environment, we now wish to investigate the impact that selecting good (bound-improving) cuts
can have on a more complex and realistic solver setting.
To do so, we deploy NeuralCut policies in the SCIP original B&C framework, and compare them against the default
solver on a challenging MILP dataset of neural network
verification instances.

NN Verification Dataset The problem of verifying the
robustness of a neural network to input perturbation can
be formulated as a MILP (Cheng et al., 2017; Tjeng et al.,
2018). Because each input to be verified gives rise to a
different instance, this application is particularly suited to
get large MILP benchmarks that are not synthetic. The
dataset we use to stress-test our policies was open-sourced
by Nair et al. (2020).3 Compared to synthetic instances,
these MILPs are larger: Nair et al. (2020) report median
sizes (n, m) at (7142, 6531) and harder to solve for SCIP.
Interestingly for us, the formulation of these models is notoriously weak, i.e., a lot of work needs to be done to tighten
the dual bound of the LP relaxation. From the original
dataset splits we select 1807 problems (Appendix A).
3

https://github.com/deepmind/
deepmind-research/tree/master/neural_mip_
solving
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Table 3. NeuralCut in a B&C solver – Median metrics for NN verification test instances and different values for the threshold parameter ϵ.
NeuralCut improves the dualbound at the root at a fraction of the number of cuts the default solver SCIP selects. When subsequently
branching from the root node, this can reduce the remaining solving time by lowering the number of LP iterations or expanded nodes in
the search tree. Best are bold-faced.

NeuralCut, ϵ = 10
NeuralCut, ϵ = 10−4
NeuralCut, ϵ = 10−3
NeuralCut, ϵ = 10−2
NeuralCut, ϵ = 10−1
NeuralCut, ϵ = 1

Time (s)

# nodes

# LP iters.

279

1.00

23.65

745

21933

105
81
48
27
11
10

1.00
0.99
0.98
0.94
0.76
0.53

22.35
20.89
22.73
24.06
25.09
23.35

671
756
803
861
998
952

18846
19310
18048
18048
21996
21611

Solver Plug-in To deploy our policies in SCIP we implement a plug-in that gets called during separation rounds;4
we minimally interfere with the solver’s default process and
only operate at the root node level. In particular, we do not
override SCIP separation and cuts management parameters,
and only force the sorting of SCIP cutpools based on our
predictions. In this realistic solver environment, our models
also need to make the choice of whether to add a cut: we
combine NeuralCut with a simple stalling rule parametrized
on a threshold parameter ϵ, stopping the selection after the
bound improvement from adding cuts has not exceeded ϵ
for 10 consecutive rounds. Technical details, solver parametric setting and changes to data collection are discussed
in Appendix D.
Test Evaluation Metrics We assess NeuralCut policies’
performance in the B&C system with (1) measures collected
at the end of the root node, like total number of cuts and
bound improvement relative to SCIP (1.0 = same bound
as SCIP), and (2) end-of-run statistics, like solving time,
number of nodes and number of LP iterations, which we
collect when the MILP is subsequently solved. Wanting
to highlight the potential of improving B&C solvers with
ML models for cutting planes selection, for the second set
of metrics we factor out the root node contributions, where
NeuralCut operates. This allows us to get a clearer picture
of the impact that an improved cut selection at the root node
can have on the remaining solving process. Because of
the presence of outliers in the dataset, we report median
statistics.
Results Figure 4 shows learning curves (binary entropy
loss and bound fulfillment) for a NeuralCut policy trained
on NN verification for 32 epochs. The model learns to select
good cuts: it achieves bound fulfillment score of over 70%
from an initial 38%, confirming the ability of NeuralCut
to scale to real-world instances. Table 3 summarizes the
4
Our plug-in is inspired by https://github.com/
avrech/learning2cut.
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Figure 4. NeuralCut attains good validation performance after
training only for one epoch. Validation performance improves
as training continues.

performance of NeuralCut policies compared to the default
B&C solver. At the root node, NeuralCut reaches the same
or very similar median bound while only adding a fraction
of SCIP’s cut budget (20-40%). This cut efficiency at the
root node translates into improved solving behaviour after
the root node relaxation. When subsequently solving the
MILP, NeuralCut’s additions help to improve the median
remaining solving time by up to 10% (in NeuralCut with
ϵ = 10−4 ), by reducing the number of nodes in the search
tree and the number of LP iterations. Overall, results on the
realistic solver setting validate the positive effects of selecting bound-improving cuts which were already established
in Section 4.2, and exhibit the potential of ML methods in
this complex setting.
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5. Related Work
Recent years have seen a rise in the application of ML approaches to the MILP algorithmic framework (Bengio et al.,
2021), and imitation learning has been identified as a natural
approach for tasks in the field (Marcos Alvarez et al., 2017;
Hansknecht et al., 2018; Gasse et al., 2019; Zarpellon et al.,
2021). On cutting planes, Radu et al. (2018) first introduced
a NN estimator predicting the objective improvement of a
cut in the context of semidefinite programming relaxations
and quadratic optimization. Closer to our setting, the work
of Tang et al. (2020) proposes a reinforcement learning
framework for the Gomory cutting plane algorithm, where
policies are trained via evolutionary strategy. Huang et al.
(2021) instead frame cut selection as multiple instance learning, and apply it to a proprietary solver. On the theoretical
side, Balcan et al. (2021) produce provable guarantees for
learning cut selection policies.
The idea of performing explicit lookahead steps was introduced in the MILP literature with Strong Branching
(Applegate et al., 2007), and subsequently explored by
Glankwamdee & Linderoth (2011) and Schubert (2017),
always in the context of variable selection. Related to explicitly optimizing cutting planes on their bound improvements,
relevant works are (Amaldi et al., 2014) and (Coniglio &
Tieves, 2015), the latter proposing a “bound optimal” cutting
plane separation algorithm.

validates our approach, and demonstrates the positive effects
of learning to select good (bound-improving) cuts at the root
node of a realistic B&C framework. Our results highlight
the potential for improving solver performance with learned
models for cut selection.
The heuristic nature and complexity of MILP cuts management leaves plenty of space for ML approaches. Interesting
questions include the decision of whether to trigger separation and when to stop cut addition. Exploring cutting
planes at local nodes could instead allow to study the generalization ability of policies trained at the root of a B&C
tree. Finally, because Lookahead appears to be a universal
criterion for cut selection, it could potentially be used to
improve performance in the general-purpose setting, too.
We believe that investigating strategies to achieve broader
generalization of ML for MIP (e.g., via diverse training
sets, surrogate losses, model architectures) is an interesting
agenda for future research.
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A. MILP Instances
A.1. MIPLIB 2017
We used 510 instances of the MIPLIB 2017 collection (Gleixner et al., 2021). We only considered instances that were
considered ‘easy’ by (Gleixner et al., 2021) in spring 2022, bounded and feasible, such that IGC could be readily computed.
For 119 out of 629 ‘easy’, bounded and feasible instances, we were unable to perform the total 30 separation rounds (with all
cutting plane generators) on standard compute hardware within 24 hours and excluded these instances from consideration.
A.2. Benchmarks
We used instances from the four integer programming domains maximum cut, packing, binary packing and planning as
suggested by Tang et al. (2020) for cut selection. Their exact mathematical formulation is given in Tang et al. (2020).
They consider three different sizes (small, medium, large) for each domain. Early experiments revealed that small and
medium-sized instances were often pre-solved or easily solvable by adding a very small number of cuts. Therefore, we only
considered large instances. For each domain, we generated 1000 instances for training, 500 instances for validation and 500
instances for testing. To generate these instances, we followed the protocol in (Tang et al., 2020). We used graphs with
|V | = 14 vertices and |E| = 40 edges for maximum cut, packing problems with m = 60 (resource) constraints n = 60
variables, binary packing problems with m = 66 (resource) constraints, 66 binary constraints and n = 66 variables and a
time horizon T = 40 for production planning.
A.3. Neural Network Verification
We also work with a neural network verification dataset from Nair et al. (2020), which is obtained from the verification of
a trained convolutional NN on each image in the MNIST dataset. The corresponding MILP mathematical formulation is
given by Gowal et al. (2019). We select from the original MILP collection a total of 1807 problems: we exclude infeasible
instances (often trivially solved at presolve) and those models hitting a 1 hour time-limit in SCIP default mode. We
considered 1260 instances for training, 271 instances for validation and 276 instances for testing.

B. Baseline Heuristics
A description of baselines heuristics used for cut selection and their SCIP implementation details are given in Table 4. In
particular, note that while our Lookahead rule computes the bound improvement exactly, the expected improvement heuristic
(ExpImprovement) aims at estimating the LP gain of a cut (under certain assumptions), and is derived as a product of other
two scores. A useful reference is (Wesselmann & Stuhl, 2012).

C. Input Features
We interface SCIP and collect input features via custom PySCIPOpt functions, closely following the structure of Ecole’s
NodeBipartite observation function5 (Prouvost et al., 2020). With respect to the features defined in (Gasse et al., 2019),
we remove from Vars two attributes related to incumbent values (incval and avgincval), as very rarely an incumbent has
been found already at the root node for our problems and parametric setting. We substantially extend the parametrization of
constraints and cutting planes. Note that we represent both types of rows by the same feature set, even though parts of the
feature (e.g., scores) are more meaningful for just one of the two types (e.g., cuts). Our input state for a cut selection sample
on (C, P ) is thus composed of Vars ∈ Rn×17 , Cons ∈ Rm×34 (where n, m are the number of variables and constraints
in P ), and Cuts ∈ R|C|×34 . We attach to edges of the graph encoding scalar row coefficients and, for each pair of (cut,
constraint) their parallelism coefficient as weight. A detailed description of the input features can be found in Table 5.

D. SCIP Interface and Parametric Settings
Core Task Evaluation (Section 4.2) Our controlled SCIP environment covers separators: aggregation, clique,
disjunctive, flowcover, gomory, impliedbounds, mcf, oddcycle (not enabled in SCIP default),
strongcg, zerohalf. It runs with presolve enabled and without primal heuristics; we override SCIP’s separation
and enforce instead our cut selection loop on the 10 custom separators, by setting the node limit to 1, disabling SB computa5

https://github.com/ds4dm/ecole/blob/master/libecole/src/observation/node-bipartite.cpp
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Table 4. Description of baselines heuristics used for cut selection.
Name

Description

Random

Random cut selection.

Violation

Infeasibility of a cut with respect to the current LP solution.
Computed as −SCIProwGetLPFeasibility.

RelViolation

Relative violation, i.e., violation score scaled by min of a cut rhs (π0 ) and lhs (π T x).

Efficacy

Cut’s efficacy with respect to the current LP solution.
Computed as −SCIProwGetLPFeasibility scaled by the cut’s euclidean norm.

ObjParallelism

Parallelism of a cut with the objective function.
Computed as SCIProwGetObjParallelism.

ExpImprovement

Expected improvement, i.e., squared Euclidean norm of objective function vector multiplied by
objective parallelism and efficacy.
Computed as objsqrnorm · SCIPgetCutObjParallelism · SCIPgetCutEfficacy.

Support

Support score, negative proportion of a cut nonzero support.
Computed as −SCIProwGetNNonz scaled by the number of variables.

IntSupport

Integer support, i.e., proportion of cut’s integer entries over nonzero ones.
Computed as SCIProwGetNumIntCols / SCIProwGetNNonz.

SCIPScore

SCIP default score, i.e., weighted sum of obj. parallelism, integer support and efficacy scores.

tions and fixing minefficacy parameters to 0, to include all separated cuts in the pool. Because in our experiments we
disable all primal heuristics, we mirror SCIP’s formula (SCIPScore) without including the directed cutoff metric, i.e., as it is
computed in the solver when no primal solution is available.

NeuralCut in a B&C Solver (Section 4.3) The plug-in for experiments in SCIP minimally interferes with the default
optimization process. With respect to the SCIP procedure described in Section 2, we only get input features, LA scores
(when collecting data), and force the sorting of SCIP cutpools based on our predictions, so that SCIP automatically selects
the cut identified by LA/a trained policy. We only operate at the root node separation level. We parametrize the stalling rule
to operate NeuralCut policies with two parameters: a tolerance ϵ to define stalling on bound improvement, and the number
K of consecutive stalling rounds. In our experiments, we fix K = 10, similarly to SCIP’s own parameter.
For data collection in this setting, we use SCIP default rule as the “exploration agent” and collect data within SCIP rounds
with 1% probability; we fix a low collection rate to keep our dataset small and diverse, as we found there is little information
gained from storing samples from highly correlated rounds. In terms of parametric setting, we run experiments with presolve
and primal heuristics enabled, no node limit, and a time-limit of 1h; we disable restarts and reoptimization. In particular, we
do not override SCIP separation and cuts management parameters.

E. Hardware Specifics
We collect data for training and evaluate all methods on a distributed compute cluster which predominantly contains Intel
Xeon E3-1585Lv5 CPUs. A single GPU device (NVidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti) is only used for training the models, but not
for evaluation.

F. Additional Results
We include additional experimental results in this section. We visualize the IGC trajectories of Lookahead, NeuralCut and
manual heuristics on the four benchmarks in F.1. We test the transferability of NeuralCut models across different domains of
integer programs in F.2. We perform model ablations in F.3. We perform ablations on the loss function of the surrogate in
F.4.
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Table 5. Description of features populating the input’s vectors.
feature

Vars

Cons,
Cuts

Feature

Description

norm coef
type
has lb
has ub
norm redcost
solval
solfrac
sol is at lb
sol is at ub
norm age
basestat

Objective coefficient, normalized by objective norm
Type (binary, integer, impl. integer, continuous) one-hot
Lower bound indicator
Upper bound indicator
Reduced cost, normalized by objective norm
Solution value
Solution value fractionality
Solution value equals lower bound
Solution value equals upper bound
LP age, normalized by total number of solved LPs
Simplex basis status (lower, basic, upper, zero) one-hot

is cut
type
rank
norm nnzrs
bias
row is at lhs
row is at rhs
dualsol
basestat
norm age
norm nlp creation
norm intcols
is integral
is removable
is in lp
violation
rel violation
obj par
exp improv
supp score
int support
scip score

Indicator to differentiate cut vs. constraint
Separator type, one-hot
Rank of a row
Fraction of nonzero entries
Unshifted side normalized by row norm
Row value equals left hand side
Row value equals right hand side
Dual LP solution of a row, normalized by row and objective norm
Basis status of a row in the LP solution, one-hot
Age of row, normalized by total number of solved LPs
LPs since the row has been created, normalized
Fraction of integral columns in the row
Activity of the row is always integral in a feasible solution
Row is removable from the LP
Row is member of current LP
Violation score of a row
Relative violation score of a row
Objective parallelism score of a row
Expected improvement score of a row
Support score of a row
Integral support score of a row
SCIP score of a row for cut selection

F.1. Integrality Gap Closed
In Figure F.1, we visualize the IGC trajectories of Lookahead, NeuralCut and common heuristics for cut selection on the
four benchmarks Maximum Cut, Packing, Binary Packing and Planning. The NeuralCut models correspond to those in
Table 1. All models and heuristics were evaluated on the 500 test instances of the respective domain. 30 separation rounds
were performed in each a single cut was added.
F.2. Transferability
In Table 6, we test the transferability of NeuralCut models across different domains of integer programs. For this purpose,
each of the four NeuralCut models in Table 1 is additionally evaluated on the test instances of the other three domains. For
example, the second-row (packing) fourth-column entry of Table 6 corresponds to the NeuralCut model trained on packing
instances, but evaluated on planning test instances. We find that NeuralCut models do not transfer well to other domains:
On all benchmarks, the test performance of transferred models is significantly worse than the performance of the model
that was trained on instances of the respective domain. This suggests that NeuralCut learns to exploit application-specific
patterns to select good cuts.
F.3. Model Ablation
In Table 7, we perform model ablations to better assess the effectiveness of our modelling choices. We begin with a simple
GNN model that is based on Gasse et al. (2019), but adapted to cut selection by using cuts in place of constraints in the
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Table 6. Training NeuralCut on a single domain (row) does not generalize well to other domains (columns). On all four benchmarks, the
model that was trained on the same domain as it is tested on (i.e., main diagonal) performs best. Models that were trained on another
domain when they are tested on perform significantly worse. The performance drop tends to be less severe when domains are more similar,
e.g., packing and binary packing.
Reversed IGC integral (↓) on test instances, mean (ste)
M AX . C UT
PACKING
B IN . PACKING
P LANNING

M AX . C UT

PACKING

B IN . PACKING

P LANNING

15.55 (0.09)
25.03 (0.06)
21.75 (0.08)
19.13 (0.08)

28.96 (0.03)
26.30 (0.08)
27.66 (0.06)
28.98 (0.03)

26.33 (0.16)
16.29 (0.27)
10.96 (0.33)
22.83 (0.27)

17.07 (0.07)
29.67 (0.01)
25.01 (0.12)
10.42 (0.04)

Table 7. Our model choices tend to improve both bound fulfillment (left) and test reversed IGC integral (right) on all four benchmarks.
The improvements tend to be clearer for bound fulfillment and binary packing. (Gasse et al., 2019) is the model and features described
in (Gasse et al., 2019) and adapted to cut selection by replacing constraints with cuts in the bi-partite graph. For the purpose of this
ablation, this base model is first augmented with the features of NeuralCut. Second, structural changes are made to the model by adding
the attention module and using batch normalization. Finally, constraints are explicitly modelled in the tripartite graph giving the full
NeuralCut model.
Bound fulfillment (↑) on test samples, mean

Reversed IGC integral (↓) on test instances, mean (ste)

M AX . C UT

PACKING

B IN . PACKING

P LANNING

M AX . C UT

PACKING

B IN . PACKING

P LANNING

Gasse et al. (2019)
+ our features
+ our architecture

0.90
0.93
0.93

0.42
0.26
0.62

0.54
0.66
0.76

0.95
0.99
1.00

16.68 (0.10)
15.54 (0.09)
15.72 (0.09)

27.30 (0.07)
28.54 (0.04)
26.44 (0.07)

16.09 (0.31)
12.77 (0.32)
10.73 (0.33)

11.26 (0.06)
10.66 (0.04)
10.55 (0.04)

NeuralCut (+ our graph)

0.96

0.61

0.78

1.00

15.55 (0.09)

26.30 (0.08)

10.96 (0.33)

10.42 (0.04)

original model formulation of Gasse et al. (2019) and switching the order in which half-convolutions are applied. Second,
we use the features of NeuralCut (+ our features) for both cuts and variables instead of the features of Gasse et al. (2019).
Third, we additionally make architectural choices, i.e. we replace layer normalization with batch normalization and add
the attention module to the model. Finally, we leverage the tri-partite graph formulation to model constraints explicitly in
addition to the cuts and variables, which gives the full NeuralCut model.
F.4. Loss Ablation
In Table 8, we experimented with different loss functions on the bound fulfillment surrogate. In addition to the binary
entropy loss (which was used to train all NeuralCut models), we explored the effectiveness of mean squared error (MSE),
both with linear and sigmoid activations as well as a cross entropy loss function.

G. Q&A Discussion
Would NeuralCut generalize to different test problems without the need of re-training? What about heterogeneous
instances such as those in MIPLIB? The MIPLIB dataset has been developed to benchmark general-purpose solvers,
and thus contains diverse instances that vary in size, complexity and structure. ML for MILP may be most promising
when used to learn application-specific models that can exploit structural patterns between problem instances arising from
a common distribution (Bengio et al., 2021). Indeed, this is the setting on which many recent works in ML for MILP
operate6 and highly relevant in practice. Therefore, even though we demonstrate the effectiveness of Lookahead across
heterogenous problems (Figure 1), we did not focus on learning models for MIPLIB but trained application-specific ones
instead. Regarding generalization, we observed that training on a single domain is unlikely to generalize to other domains.
In additional evaluations, we assess how the models trained on the datasets from Tang et al. (2020) perform when used
on families different from the one on which they were trained on, and found that performance dropped significantly. This
suggests that NeuralCut learns to exploit application-specific patterns to select good cuts.
6

See also the recent NeurIPS competition https://www.ecole.ai/2021/ml4co-competition/#datasets.
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Table 8. Different choices for the training objective (where bound fulfillment is used as surrogate) tend to produce models with comparable
test performance. Notable exception are binary packing and the choice of cross entropy for packing. Binary entropy (as was used to train
NeuralCut) tends to be a good choice across all four benchmarks. Best are bold-faced.
Bound fulfillment (↑) on test samples, mean

Reversed IGC integral (↓) on test instances, mean (ste)

M AX . C UT

PACKING

B IN . PACKING

P LANNING

M AX . C UT

PACKING

B IN . PACKING

P LANNING

Binary Ent. (NeuralCut)

0.96

0.61

0.78

1.00

15.55 (0.09)

26.30 (0.08)

10.96 (0.33)

10.42 (0.04)

MSE (linear act.)
MSE (sigmoid act.)
Cross Entropy

0.96
0.97
0.96

0.60
0.61
0.30

0.70
0.69
0.73

0.99
1.00
1.00

15.59 (0.09)
15.63 (0.09)
15.71 (0.09)

26.37 (0.08)
26.30 (0.08)
28.73 (0.04)

11.66 (0.33)
12.65 (0.32)
11.36 (0.34)

10.54 (0.05)
10.47 (0.04)
10.59 (0.04)

What are the costs of deploying NeuralCut in a realistic MILP solver? While previous work evaluated their models
within a naive stripped-down B&C procedure on synthetic instances only, we directly embed our models into SCIP and
subject them to the complexity of operating with all the other components of the solver, demonstrating improvements on
real-world instances from NN verification. We believe our work is a push forward and that our results are encouraging, as
they highlight the potential of NeuralCut to improve MILP solver performance in specific applications. At the same time,
it is true that any ML method may suffer from “burn-in cost” for training and potential overhead in deployment. In our
setting, the cost of training mostly comes down to the computation of the LA expert decisions. Once trained, though, a
single learned policy can be applied to several MILP instances of the same family, effectively amortizing this labeling cost.
At deployment, the computational overhead comes from extracting features and performing a forward-pass through the
model on CPU. Finally, note that for some difficult problems spending extra time and computational budget at early stages
of B&C might payoff in later optimization phases.
Why selecting only one cut at a time? Could you look ahead further then one step? Directly inspired by cutting
plane selection in the solver, our model selects a single cut at a time, but it is used to select multiple cuts from the same
cutpool by iterative application. Indeed, one could define a lookahead score for k-subsets of cuts (to select multiple cuts
at once) or based on a k-step lookahead window (i.e., computing explicit bound improvements after k cut additions). We
choose not to, because the cost of computing such a score grows exponentially in k; for this reason, it is also intractable
to compute guarantees. While the idea of simultaneously selecting multiple cuts relates to techniques like ranking and
multiple instance learning (see, e.g., Huang et al., 2021), the theme of multi-step lookahead has been examined for the task
of variable selection in B&B, e.g., by Glankwamdee & Linderoth (2011); Schubert (2017).
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Figure 5. Mean test IGC curves for NeuralCut models trained on Maximum Cut, Packing, Binary Packing and Planning instances.
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(a) Maximum Cut
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20
Number of Cuts
NeuralCut
Lookahead
Obj. Parall.
Violation

30
Random
Support
Int. Support

(b) Packing

1.0

0.8

0.8
0.6
IGC

IGC

0.6
0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0
0

Lookahead
NeuralCut
Rel. Violation
Efficacy

10
20
Number of Cuts
Exp. Improv.
Default (SCIP)
Violation
Int. Support

(c) Binary Packing

30
Random
Obj. Parall.
Support

0
Lookahead
NeuralCut
Exp. Improv.
Default (SCIP)

10
20
Number of Cuts
Efficacy
Rel. Violation
Support
Int. Support

(d) Planning

30
Random
Violation
Obj. Parall.

